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Supplementary Discussion

1.1

Overview of elongation, translocation and subunit rotations

During the elongation cycle of translation, large-scale rearrangements in the ribosome (Fig.
2) allow transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules to transiently associate and decode messenger RNA
(mRNA). When adding an amino acid to the growing protein chain, each tRNA molecule transits across the full length of the ribosome (≈200 Å). This process is orchestrated by over 70
gene products, for which structural methods (x-ray crystallography and cryo-EM) have produced snapshots of the moving parts at various stages of function (1–6). Kinetic measurements
have elucidated the rates of structural rearrangements (7, 8), while time traces of individual
complexes are accessible from single-molecule FRET (smFRET) experiments (9, 10).
The ribosome possesses three tRNA binding sites that span the 30S and 50S subunits: the
A, P and E sites. After aminoacyl-tRNA enters the A site, the incoming amino acid is added
to the growing protein chain, which is attached to the P-site tRNA. In order for elongation
to continue, the A-site tRNA must move to the P site and the P-site tRNA moves to the E
site, a rearrangement known as translocation. Prior to translocation, the tRNA molecules are
described as being in the A/A-P/P configuration, and after translocation they adopt the P/P-E/E
configuration (Fig. 2). The convention for naming tRNA configurations is the following: A/BC/D, where A and B indicate the binding sites on the small and large subunit that the first tRNA
is associated with, and C and D indicate the sites that second tRNA is associated with. For
example, A/A-P/P indicates that one tRNA is associated with the A sites of both subunits and
the second tRNA is associated with the P sites of both subunits. In contrast, A/A-P/E would
indicate that one tRNA is associated with both A sites, while the second tRNA is associated
with the P site of the small subunit and the E site of the large subunit (a so-called “hybrid”
configuration).
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While the precise details of the timing and degree of coupling between each translocationrelated motion is still debated, it is well established that during tRNA translocation, there are
at least two large-scale rotary motions that involve the 30S subunit: 30S-body rotation (Fig.
3D) and 30S-head swivel (Fig. 3E). The relative positioning of the body and head has been
shown to vary in a number of x-ray crystallographic models and cryogenic-electron microscopy
reconstructions (Table S1) (1, 4, 6, 11–23). Further, the presence and interconversion between
these conformations has been observed in FRET measurements (24–26). In addition to rotations
of the subunits, populations of intermediate hybrid-state tRNA configurations have also been
detected with biochemical, single-molecule and x-ray methods (17, 25, 27–34). As described
above, the intermediate hybrid configurations are characterized by each tRNA bridging two
different sites on the subunits, such as the A site of the small subunit and P site of the large
subunit.
While there is overwhelming evidence demonstrating that subunit rotation is correlated with
tRNA translocation, and that the transition between the A/A-P/P and P/P-E/E configurations is
not two-state-like (i.e. there is not a single free energy barrier), there is still significant controversy regarding the the exact sequence and scale of each motion, as well as the degree of
coupling between rotation and tRNA displacements. Accordingly, here, we focus on providing
a general set of tools for analyzing any kinetic/structural representation that decompose translocation into body rotation, head swiveling and tRNA displacements. To do so, we have calculated the diffusion coefficients in each coordinate space and provide demonstrative calculations
that illustrate how the diffusion may be used for one specific description of the rearrangements.
Specifically, we calculate the rates according to the following sequence of conformations, which
are based on recent atomic models obtained from cryo-EM studies (35):
1. Classical: A/A-P/P tRNA. θbody =0◦ , θhead =0◦ , ∆rtRN A =0Å (∆rtRN A is the difference in
distance from that found in the A/A-P/P configuration)
3

2. Body rotated: A/A-P/P. θbody =9◦ , θhead =0◦ , ∆rtRN A =0Å
3. P/E hybrid formed: A/A-P/E. θbody =9◦ , θhead =0◦ , ∆rtRN A =22Å
4. Head rotated: A/A-P/E. θbody =9◦ , θhead =15◦ , ∆rtRN A =22Å
5. A/P hybrid formed: A/P-P/E. θbody =9◦ , θhead =15◦ , ∆rtRN A =0Å
6. Relax to Classical: A/A-P/P tRNA. θbody =0◦ , θhead =0◦ , ∆rtRN A =0Å
For any other experimental result (e.g. a specific number of configurations associated with
translocation), the rate-barrier calculations presented here may be revised to describe the specific sequence of events observed in a given experiment. For example, while a recent experimental study used a similar kinetic scheme to interpret bulk FRET measurements (?), the values
of the endpoint positions associated with each substep could be easily modified based on other
emerging experimental data. The diffusion coefficients reported here would then be used to
calculated the barrier-rate relationship for those results, and the observed rates of each conformational event could be used to infer the scale of the associated barrier. Additionally, as
evidence is provided for the degree of coupling between multiple motions, such as head-swivel
and A/P formation, then multi-dimensional energy surfaces may be used, along with the values
of Dρ reported here, to relate the kinetics and thermodynamics of those data sets.
While evidence is mounting that subunit rotation reduces the free-energy barriers of tRNA
translocation, and that Elongation Factor-G (EF-G) facilitates rotation, tRNA molecules can
also undergo spontaneous translocation, in both the forward (37) and reverse (22) directions. It
is generally thought that the primary mode by which EF-G accelerates translocation is by shifting the free-energy landscape in the forward direction, or by reducing the large-scale free-energy
barriers. If either of these modes is utilized by EF-G, then the effective diffusion coefficients
presented here may be used to interpret translocation dynamics, with or without EF-G present.
4

That is, here, we report the effective (i.e. short length-scale averaged) diffusion. If the character of the short-scale roughness if not significantly altered by EF-G, but rather, the large-scale
shape of the free-energy is modified by EF-G, then the effective diffusion coefficients should be
similar between EF-G-free and EF-G-present systems.

2

SI Methods

2.1

Defining the rotation coordinates θbody and θhead

To define the coordinates for rotation (θbody and θhead ), the core residue configurations were
compared for classical and rotated configurations of the ribosome. First, for each structural
model (classical, body-rotated, head-rotated), reference configurations of the core residues were
spatially aligned to the 23S, 30S body and 30S head regions. This initial alignment provided an
average orientation (i.e. the “idealized” coordinates) of each group, thereby ensuring that the
rotation metrics probe the collective rotation of the groups and not the independent fluctuations
of individual atom. Next, the idealized coordinates were compared for each structural model.
Specifically, to define θbody , all possible vectors that can be defined by two P atoms in CRbody
were calculated for the classical and body-rotated configuration. The atom-pair vector that has
the largest difference in angle was then used to define the rotation plane for θbody . An analogous
strategy was used to define θhead .
By comparing the orientations of the core residues in x-ray and cryo-EM models, collective
reaction coordinates were defined that describe the rotation of the 30S body and head (θhead
and θbody : Fig. 3D and 3E). While other reaction coordinates were considered, including the
RMSD from the starting-point and endpoint configurations, an appropriate coordinate must
distinguish between the endpoints and the transition state ensemble (TSE). Further, similar
values of the coordinate should correspond to structurally-similar configurations. Since RMSD
is a spatially-isotropic descriptor, atomic displacements in any direction yield similar values.
5

For example, RMSD from the initial configuration (in this case, the classical configuration) can
not distinguish between rotation in the (+) (i.e. towards a rotated/swiveled configuration) and
(-) directions. Finite temperatures lead to constant structural fluctuations, where many are not
in functional directions.
We also considered using standardized methods for probing collective rearrangements, such
as Principal Component Analysis. However, these methods often require that the system fluctuate about a particular energetic minimum, in order to utilize a harmonic approximation to
the fluctuations. As described in the main text, in our simulation, the system did not appear to
sample a single energetic basin, but rather searched the θbody and θhead spaces for nearly 1 microsecond before relaxing into what may be a local energetic minimum (Fig. S7). Accordingly,
the low-frequency PCA modes are not likely to be informative, for this particular simulation.
Therefore, RMSD and PCA were not employed and θbody and θhead were constructed such that
they only change values when the ribosome undergoes the collective rotary motions that have
been implicated in translocation (5, 6, 10, 21, 32).
2.1.1

Defining and calculating θbody

To determine the vector of rotation that defines θbody , we utilized the definitions of core residues,
in conjunction with structural models from x-ray crystallography and cryo-EM. To define θbody ,
the following protocol was employed:
1. Align the models: Using VMD (38), we aligned the classical (PDB: 3R8O, 3R8T) and
rotated (PDB: 3R8N, 3R8S) atomic models to a consistent reference frame through rmsd
minimization of the P atoms of the 50S core residues (CR50S ).
2. Idealize the coordinates: A reference model of the core residues was fit to atomic models
of the classical and 30S body-rotated configurations. The idealization step allowed for an
average orientation of the group to be calculated, and it therefore removes the effects of
6

independent fluctuations of individual atoms on the rotation coordinate. For example, in
Fig. S8, the displacement squared possesses more visible noise when idealization is not
performed.
3. Prepare candidate vectors between atom pairs: For each model k (=classical, rotate), we
calculated the normalized vectors that are defined by the positions of P-P atom pairs ij :
Rkij =

rki −rkj
|rki −rkj |

, where rki is the position of the P atom in residue i.

4. Find the maximum angular difference between classical and rotated configuration: Identify the atom pair ij 1 that minimizes dij = Rclassical
· Rrotated
, where dij = cos(θ) and θ
ij
ij
is the angle formed by Rclassical
and Rrotated
. Thus, minimizing dij is equivalent to maxij
ij
imizing the angle between the vectors. The ij pair that had a maximal angular difference
between the classical and rotated body was G237:C811. The angle associated with this
atom pair was 9.1◦ between the classical and rotated body configurations. These results
were robust to the precise atom pair used, so long as the angle between the configurations
is near maximal. Specifically, of the 66603 atom pairs considered, 13698 have an angular
difference that is greater than 9◦ .
5. Define the rotation vector for θbody : We defined the rotation vector Vbody , such that it is
orthogonal to both Rclassical
and Rrotated
. θbody is defined as rotation about the vector
ij
ij
Vbody = Rclassical
× Rrotated
. θbody = 0 was defined in the direction of Rclassical
. The
ij
ij
ij
rotation vector Vbody is depicted in Fig. 3D. If Vbody were assigned based on the alternate 13697 atom pairs (see previous step), its direction would be nearly identical to that
body
body
obtained for the employed atom pair (Vused
· Valternate
> 0.989).
1

Atoms pairs were not considered if they were less than ∼ 40 Å apart.
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Using the trjconv2 module of Gromacs, each frame of the simulated trajectory (every 10
ps) was aligned, based on the 50S core residues (CR50S ) (same reference structure as used in
step 1). Next, the coordinates of the 30S-body core residues (CR30S−body ) were idealized (step
2). The vectors and angles were calculated for each frame using a combination of Gromacs
modules and in-house scripts. θbody was then calculated for each idealized coordinate set.
2.1.2

Defining and calculating θhead

θhead was defined according to an identical strategy as θbody . For completeness, we provide the
details explicitly. To determine the vector of rotation that defines θhead , which measures head
rotation, we utilized the definitions of core residues, in conjunction with structural models from
x-ray crystallography and cryo-EM. To define θhead , the following protocol was employed:
1. Align the models: Align the classical (PDB: 3R8O, 3R8T) and swiveled (PDB: 2AW7,2AWB)
atomic models to a consistent reference frame through rmsd minimization of the P atoms
in the 30S-body core residues (CR30S−body ).
2. Idealize the coordinates: Fit a reference model of the core head residues to atomic models
of the classical and 30S head-swiveled configurations.
3. Prepare candidate vectors between atom pairs: For each model k (=classical, swiveled),
calculate the normalized vectors defined by P-P atom pairs ij : Rkij =

rki −rkj
|rki −rkj |

, where rki is

the position of the P atom in residue i.
4. Find the maximum angular difference between classical and swiveled configurations:
Identify the atom pair ij 3 that minimizes dij = Rclassical
· Rswiveled
, where dij = cos(θ)
ij
ij
2

An unmodified version of trjconv will work, however, a few minor modifications were introduced that increased the performance significantly, for this particular calculation.
3
Atoms pairs were not considered if they were less than ∼ 50 Å apart.
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and θ is the angle formed by Rclassical
and Rswiveled
. Minimizing dij is equivalent to maxij
ij
imizing the angle between the vectors. The ij pair that had a maximal angular difference
between the classical and swiveled head was A977:A1374. The angle associated with this
coordinate was 15.3

◦

between the classical and swiveled head reference configurations

(Table S1). Consistent with the evaluation of θbody , the results were robust to the precise
atom pair used. Specifically, of the 5930 atom pairs considered, 1633 atoms pairs have
an angular difference that is greater than 15◦ .
5. Define the rotation vector for θhead : We defined the rotation vector Vhead , such that it is
. θhead is defined as rotation about the vector
and Rswiveled
orthogonal to both Rclassical
ij
ij
Vhead = Rclassical
× Rswiveled
. θbody = 0 corresponds to the direction of Rclassical
. The
ij
ij
ij
rotation vector Vhead is depicted in Fig. 3E. If Vhead were assigned based on the alternate
1219 atom pairs (see previous step), it would be nearly identical to that obtained for the
head
head
employed atom pair, with Vused
· Valternate
> 0.940.

For each frame of the simulated trajectory (every 10 ps), the 30S-body core residues (CR30S−body )
were aligned to the same reference structure as used in step 1. Next, the coordinates of the head
core residues (CR30S−head ) were idealized (step 2). Then, θhead was calculated for each idealized coordinate set.

2.2

Alternate criteria for defining core residues

To determine the core residues, an alternate criterion that we chose not to employ was calculating the rmsf of all candidate residues and then keeping all that are below 1Å. This would result
in a smaller number of atoms being included in each core group. With that approach, some
relatively immobile residues will have an rmsf that is above the threshold of 1 Å and would
therefore be excluded. For example, 1155 residues have a rmsf of less than 1 Å when the rmsf
is calculated using all atoms in the 23S rRNA. In contrast, with the iterative-exclusion strategy,
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1353 residues were identified that have an internal rmsf of less than 1Å. We did not employ
a simple cutoff here, since we wanted to include all atoms that undergo the collective rotary
motions.
Using a larger number of residues to define CRX also reduces the contribution that random
fluctuations of individual residues make to metrics that probe the average rotation of that group
of atoms. Simple arguments can demonstrate this point. Thermal energy leads to random
fluctuations of each residue in the (+) and (-) directions of any given rotation coordinate. For
P
example, let us define an average measure of rotation as ROT = N
i Si /N , where Si describes
the position of each atom along the rotation coordinate. If hSi i = 0, then hROT i = 0. However,
P
2
the dispersion in ROT will not be zero. Rather, hROT 2 i = h( N
i Si /N ) i. If the atomic
P
2
fluctuations are independent, then hSi Sj i = 0 for i 6= j and hROT 2 i = N12 N
i hSi i. If we
assume hSi2 i ≈ C, where C is a constant, then hROT 2 i =

1
CN
N2

= C/N . Thus, the dispersion

in ROT will scale with 1/N . Accordingly, by increasing the number of atoms used to measure
the average rotation of CRX , we reduce the influence of random fluctuations of individual
residues.

3

SI Results

3.1

Residue IDs used to define the core residues (E. coli numbering):

After applying the iterative-exclusive algorithm, the following residues were identified as core
residues:
23S (N=1353): 13-20, 26-29, 31-31, 35-38, 45-49, 51-59, 67-75, 114-124, 126-130, 177179, 182-184, 186-199, 201-212, 214-215, 219-255, 258-263, 266-266, 371-386, 391-402, 407423, 427-430, 433-433, 442-454, 456-471, 474-476, 478-479, 511-527, 530-541, 553-562, 564571, 573-575, 577-577, 579-585, 587-588, 598-612, 615-641, 647-651, 655-664, 668-670, 672686, 690-699, 703-707, 725-731, 733-736, 741-741, 743-748, 753-754, 756-757, 759-775, 77810

783, 786-787, 791-792, 795-807, 809-835, 838-840, 856-858, 860-864, 909-913, 916-918, 939948, 950-951, 953-957, 959-973, 976-981, 985-985, 991-1004, 1007-1008, 1010-1010, 10221022, 1029-1029, 1124-1129, 1131-1132, 1136-1143, 1152-1165, 1185-1203, 1213-1219, 12221228, 1233-1235, 1238-1239, 1244-1261, 1263-1268, 1270-1270, 1275-1275, 1277-1282, 12861290, 1292-1292, 1295-1299, 1301-1301, 1305-1310, 1312-1318, 1323-1323, 1326-1326, 13331339, 1341-1358, 1361-1365, 1369-1370, 1375-1382, 1384-1384, 1386-1389, 1393-1395, 13971399, 1404-1406, 1424-1433, 1469-1470, 1568-1574, 1597-1606, 1611-1614, 1617-1617, 16191624, 1628-1629, 1634-1634, 1637-1641, 1643-1643, 1648-1654, 1656-1659, 1661-1676, 16781678, 1682-1682, 1687-1687, 1691-1693, 1695-1698, 1700-1703, 1707-1708, 1755-1756, 17651766, 1769-1779, 1782-1791, 1795-1800, 1802-1807, 1809-1815, 1817-1825, 1828-1829, 18331834, 1842-1843, 1853-1854, 1862-1864, 1880-1882, 1890-1890, 1898-1899, 1901-1904, 19321938, 1940-1940, 1943-1948, 1953-1953, 1955-1955, 1958-1961, 1966-1970, 1972-1972, 19781981, 1983-1996, 1998-2010, 2012-2015, 2017-2025, 2027-2040, 2042-2057, 2060-2061, 20632075, 2078-2092, 2197-2197, 2224-2225, 2227-2268, 2270-2270, 2272-2278, 2280-2282, 22852291, 2325-2332, 2335-2335, 2337-2337, 2345-2351, 2354-2370, 2382-2383, 2385-2388, 23912395, 2399-2400, 2403-2405, 2407-2411, 2413-2421, 2424-2433, 2435-2439, 2441-2458, 24612468, 2482-2491, 2494-2504, 2507-2524, 2540-2546, 2548-2552, 2554-2554, 2557-2560, 25622564, 2566-2570, 2572-2583, 2588-2593, 2598-2599, 2603-2604, 2608-2610, 2612-2627, 26432643, 2646-2649, 2679-2681, 2683-2688, 2693-2701, 2708-2711, 2713-2715, 2718-2721, 27242725, 2727-2730, 2740-2741, 2765-2765, 2776-2779, 2781-2781, 2818-2819, 2822-2830, 28352842, 2876-2877
16S head (N=178): 935-951, 956-960, 962-964, 966-969, 971-971, 975-982, 984-990, 994995, 1013-1017, 1046-1047, 1210-1210, 1215-1226, 1231-1241, 1249-1255, 1258-1261, 12681271, 1276-1277, 1279-1279, 1281-1285, 1287-1289, 1300-1337, 1340-1361, 1363-1363, 13651377
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16S body (N=443): 7-12, 15-30, 32-43, 46-49, 51-59, 110-118, 123-129, 233-238, 243243, 253-253, 276-279, 281-282, 288-305, 308-317, 320-324, 327-327, 329-330, 332-333,
350-358, 360-365, 370-370, 375-379, 386-397, 401-410, 417-418, 426-431, 436-440, 483-483,
495-496, 498-507, 509-530, 533-533, 535-563, 566-575, 577-590, 598-598, 606-608, 616-617,
622-623, 626-627, 644-645, 651-652, 654-656, 665-671, 724-733, 738-742, 751-775, 791-791,
802-834, 853-888, 900-901, 910-920, 1397-1397, 1399-1405, 1496-1513, 1522-1531

3.2

Temperature Dependence of D

The short-scale roughness may be used to extrapolate the temperature dependence of the effective diffusion coefficients, thus allowing the values reported here to be used for a range of
comparisons between theory and experiments. The presented simulation was performed at 300
K, whereas experimental measurements are obtained at Texp =310 K. Since a phase transition
is not known to occur within this temperature range, Dρef f (T ) (the effective diffusion at temperature T ) may be estimated through the use of a first-order Taylor expansion of Eq. 2, about
T = T0 :

Dρef f (T )

≈
=

2
Dρf ree e−(∆E/kB T0 )

Dρef f (T0 )

+


1+2

2
2Dρf ree e−(∆E/kB T0 )

∆E
kB T0

2

T − T0
T0

!



∆E
kB

2

T − T0
T03

(S1)

.

According to this relation, for T0 = 300 K and T = Texp = 310 K, Dρef f (Texp ) is not likely
to be significantly larger than Dρef f (T0 ). For ∆E ∼ kB T0 (as is the case for tRNA diffusion),
Dρef f (310K) ≈ 1.1Dρef f (300K). Even if ∆E were large (∼ 5kB T0 ), Dρef f (Texp ) would only
increase by a factor of ∼ 2, indicating that large changes in Dρef f are not expected across this
temperature range. Therefore, the variations in temperature are unlikely to increase the diffusion
coefficient by more than a factor of 2. Since the barriers are logarithmically related to the rates,
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for a given rate, temperature effects introduce an uncertainty in the barrier estimates of < 1kB T .
Consistent with physical intuition, since ∆E must be positive, the rates implicated for a specific
barrier should be considered lower-bound estimates, when using Dρef f (T0 ) to calculate rates at
higher temperatures.

3.3

Uncertainty in the estimates of the diffusion coefficients

For the 1.3 µs simulation, all diffusion coefficients were calculated for subsets of the data.
Specifically, for each coordinate, hδX(τ )2 i was calculated independently for the first 650 ns
and the second 650 ns of the simulation (Fig. S4). The obtained DX values varied by a factor
of 1.4 to 2. When using diffusion coefficients to determine the barrier height, given a specific
rate, this degree of uncertainty corresponds to an uncertainty in the barrier of less than 1kB T .
For the rotation coordinates, hδθX (τ )2 i becomes linear after ∼ 30ns. Since the linear portion is
what the diffusion coefficient is extracted from, and it is necessary that the analyzed trace is at
least 10-20 times longer than that, trajectories that are less than ∼600 ns will provide estimates
that are extremely noisy. Ideally, one would have a trajectory that is hundreds of times longer
than the local relaxation, but using one that is 20-50 times the scale of the relaxations, as done
here, can provide reasonable initial estimates. Accordingly, here, we do not attempt to estimate
the diffusion from shorter segments from the run, or from earlier simulations that were only
200-300 ns in duration (39).
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